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Abstract This research is focused on the effect of supplying
solid oxide fuel cells with different graphite and carbon black
powders on the cells’ efficiency. Before being tested in the fuel
cell, the structures of carbon-based fuels were characterized by
X-ray diffraction analysis, Raman spectroscopy, scanning elec-
tron microscopy, and thermal analysis method (DTA/TG). Total
electrical conductivity measurements were also carried out for
carbon samples. The relation between the structure and mor-
phology of solid particles and their performance in direct carbon
solid oxide fuel cells (DC-SOFC) was presented and discussed.
It was found that structurally disordered carbon-based materials
are the most promising fuels for oxidation in DC-SOFCs.
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Introduction

Combustion of carbonaceous fuels has accompanied human
civilization from the very beginning. First, wood was used to
produce heat and energy, then fossil coal; now, the most
important role is played by natural gas and mineral oil.
Unfortunately, the oxidation of carbon is inextricably linked
to the formation of CO2, which is believed to affect the Earth’s
climate through the destructive rise of global temperatures.
Because the abrupt elimination of coal from use in the power

industry is impossible, efforts are concentrated now at increas-
ing the efficiency of power generation, including cogeneration
in distributed systems, the wider use of biomass, and improve-
ments in CO2 capture and storage (CCS) technologies [1, 2].

All these challenges can be met by the application of direct
carbon fuel cells (DCFCs), which therefore has attracted grow-
ing interest over the past decade. The DCFC offers significant
advantages over traditional carbon conversion technologies. It
converts the chemical energy of carbon solid fuel directly into
electricity without a reforming process, operates with high
efficiency, and is available in small domestic units which
produce electricity and heat in cogeneration [3, 4]. The flue
gases emitted from a DCFC consist mostly of concentrated
CO2, which can be stored in geological formations without
very expensive separation. Finally, a wide variety of carbona-
ceous fuels can be used to feed DCFCs, including fossil coal,
plastic waste, biomass, and many others [5, 6]. Various types of
DCFCs have been investigated recently. One of the most com-
mon classifications involves the kind of electrolyte used in the
cell. Carbon fuel can be electro-oxidized with the use of alka-
line, molten carbonate, and solid oxide electrolytes [7, 8].

The latter system, the direct carbon fuel cell with a solid
oxide electrolyte (DC-SOFC), is believed to be the most
advantageous due to its uncomplicated construction and main-
tenance. On the other hand, it suffers from low power density,
which must be increased to make it commercially viable. In a
DC-SOFC [9, 10], carbon can be electrochemically oxidized
directly to CO2 according to Eq. 1:

Cþ 2O2−→CO2 þ 4e− ð1Þ

as well as in a sequence of reactions (2) and (3):

Cþ CO2→2CO ð2Þ

COþ O2−→CO2 þ 2e− ð3Þ
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The Boudouard reaction (2), involving CO2 and C as
reactants, is an additional source of the CO consumed in
reaction (3).

A DC-SOFC usually operates at temperatures be-
tween 700 and 900 °C. The power density obtained
from the DC-SOFC, which increases along with an
increase in temperature, usually does not exceed 120–
180 mW/cm2 at 850 °C [11, 12]. The physicochemical
properties of the applied solid fuel, the construction of
the cell, the compositions of electrode and electrolyte
materials, the catalysts applied, and the participation of
CO produced by the Boudouard reaction (2) in the
overall electro-oxidation process occurring in the cell
all affect the current and power densities acquired from the
DC-SOFC [13, 14].

Although the physicochemical properties of the solid
carbon fuel strongly influence the performance of a
DCFC, no systematic studies have been performed
concerning this issue. In this work, we investigate the
effects of supplying a DC-SOFC with various carbona-
ceous fuels of different properties such as degree of
disorder at the molecular level, morphology, and particle
sizes. Special emphasis was placed on the investigations
of graphite and carbon black, which are the main com-
ponents of popular carbonaceous fuels.

Experimental

Materials

To produce a reliable comparative analysis, a series of
experiments were done under the same experimental
conditions and with identical cells; however, the cells
were fed with two different types of carbonaceous fuel,
namely, graphites and carbon blacks. The properties of these
fuels, determined prior to oxidation in the DC-SOFC, are
listed in Table 1.

Methods of carbon fuel characterization

The phase composition of all the carbon-based powder
samples, both prior and subsequent to the electrochem-
ical investigations, was evaluated by X-ray diffraction analy-
sis (XRD) with reference to the ICDD database. The XRD
measurements were carried out using a PANalytical X’Pert
Pro system with monochromatic CuKα radiation. Raman
studies were carried out using a Horiba Yvon Jobin
LabRAM HR micro-Raman spectrometer equipped with a
CCD detector. An excitation wavelength of 532 nm was used,
with a beam intensity about 10 mW. Acquisition time was set
to 30 s.

The thermal effects occurring during the heating of the
solid carbon fuel within a temperature range of 25–1,000 °C
under a helium or argon gas flow were measured by DTA and
TG methods (SDT 2960, TA Instruments). The samples (ca.
50 mg) were ramped up at a rate of 10 K·min−1 in an alumina
crucible. The specific surface area of carbon-based powders
was determined by multipoint nitrogen adsorption at −196 °C
(Quantachrome PoreMaster). A scanning electron microscope
(Nova NanoLab SEM 1221), coupled with an EDS system,
was used to characterize the morphology and chemical com-
position of the carbon particles. This method was also applied
to examine a cross-section of a single SOFC cell prior to and
subsequent to the electrochemical investigations.

In order to determine the effect of the physicochemical
properties of carbon fuels on the kinetics of the Boudouard
reaction (2), the powdered samples were heated in a quartz
reactor at 900 °C for 120 h under either an Ar or a CO2 gas
flow. Then the samples were cooled, withdrawn from the
reactor, and analyzed again. The data obtained for the samples
prior to and subsequent to heating were compared to deter-
mine the carbon losses which occurred during the Boudouard
reaction. The electrical resistivity of the carbon pellets made
of the investigated carbon fuels was measured by the four-
probe AC method within temperature ranges of −100 to
100 °C and 100 to 800 °C in an argon flow. The pellets were

Table 1 Characteristics of carbon fuels tested in the DC-SOFC

Designated in
this work as

Type of carbon fuel Producer Surface
area (m2/g)

Crystalline
size d(002) (nm)

Carbon
content (%wt)

A Graphite USA Graphite 12.5 ∼24.6 98.5

B Graphite Olmec Advanced Materials Ltd, United Kingdom <0.5 ∼46.3 98.3

C Pyrolytic graphite Merck, Germany 25.6 ∼16.8 97.6

D Natural graphite Degussa, Germany 33.6 ∼21.3 96.5

E Carbon black Vulcan XC-72 Cabot, USA 196.4 ∼2.3 99.2

F Carbon black N220 Konimex, Poland 62.5 ∼3.6 98.3
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formed under isotactic pressure of 250 MPa and then sintered
at 1,000 °C for 12 h under an Ar flow.

Electrochemical investigations of DC-SOFC performance

The direct electrochemical oxidation of carbon was studied
using two types of electrochemical cells (DC-SOFC), varying
only in the anodic half-cell:

C 8YSZj jLSM−GDC LSMj jO2 ð4Þ

C Ni−YSZj j8YSZ
�
�
�LSM−GDC LSMj jO2 ð5Þ

where 8YSZ was an electrolyte 150-μm thick, consisting of
8 mol% Y2O3 in ZrO2; LSM was a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 cathode
material; LSM-GDC was a composite cathode material made
of LSM+10mol%Gd2O3 in CeO2 (GDC); and Ni-YSZwas a
cermetallic anode material consisting of 50 vol% 8YSZ and
50 vol% NiO.

Electrochemical measurements were performed within a
temperature range of 500–850 °C using a PGSTAT 300N
potentiostat equipped with GPES (CV) and FRA (EIS) mod-
ules. The impedance spectroscopy measurements were per-
formed within a frequency range from 0.001 to 1 MHz; the
cell was polarized with 10 mV sinusoidal voltage amplitudes.

To analyze the impedance data, a program provided by the
vendor (Metrohm, Autolab B.V.), based on a complex non-
linear regression least squares (CNRLS) fit, was used.
Impedance measurements with a symmetrical cell were also
carried out in order to characterize cathode performance.
Symmetrical cells were fabricated by applying the same

Fig. 1 The X-ray diffraction pattern recorded for graphite powders

Fig. 2 The X-ray diffraction pattern recorded for carbon black powders

Fig. 3 The Raman spectra recorded for graphite A and D and carbon
black E powders
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cathode materials and current collectors in the DC-SOFC on
both sides of the 8YSZ electrolyte (150-μm thick, 20 mm in
diameter). The description of the electrochemical setup of a
button solid oxide fuel cell fueled by solid carbon, as well as
the measurement procedure, was described in our previous
papers [15, 16].

Results

Structural investigations of graphite and carbon black fuels

X-ray diffraction analysis revealed that investigated graphite
samples A, B, C, and D consisted exclusively of a pure-phase
carbon. No crystalline reflection, which is characteristic for
inorganic phases and usually attributed to ashes (mineral
residues), was observed for these fuels. Direct comparison of
the XRD patterns (Fig. 1) recorded for the graphite powders
showed noticeable differences in intensity, width, and position
of peak (002). The highest and sharpest profile of (002) peak
was noted for sample B. Lower and broader (002) peaks were
observed for samples A and C. The (002) peak of the lowest
intensity located at the highest background noise, especially at
low angles, was recorded for the natural graphite (sample D).

These results can be attributed to the structural particularities
of the investigated graphite fuels: a higher content of disor-
dered graphite-type structures and the presence of structural
defects are reflected in a lower and broader profile of (002)
peak.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the X-ray diffraction patterns
recorded for Vulcan XC-72 carbon black (sample E) and
carbon black N220 (sample F) showed much lower and
broader (002) peaks than graphite samples (Fig. 1). The back-
ground level of these patterns was also much higher, which is
typical for disordered carbon phase. The XRD diffraction
patterns presented in Fig. 2 are normalized toward the peak
observed at 2θ=20–26°; the vertical lines mark the position of
the tabulated graphite peaks. The patterns of similar charac-
teristics are rather typical for a disordered carbon phase [17],
including the so-called short-range graphite or turbostratic
structure of the sample [18, 19].

The Raman spectra recorded for graphite samples A and D
are presented in Fig. 3. Three well-defined bands, D, G, and
2D, can be identified in the spectrum of graphite A at the
approximate positions of 1,347, 2,432, and 2,688 cm−1, re-
spectively. The strong G band originates from the E2g vibra-
tion mode and represents the relative motion between two sp2

carbon atoms. The D band comes from the A1g ring breathing

Fig. 4 The SEM image recorded
for a graphite powder A, b
graphite powder D, and c carbon
black E
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mode. It is worth emphasizing that this mode is symmetrically
impossible in a perfect graphite. The very low-intensity D
band indicates that the sample has a relatively non-defective
graphite structure. In the case of sample D, the intensity of the
D band is considerably higher relative to that recorded for
graphite sample A. A direct comparison between the intensity
ratios of the D to G band (ID/IG) for graphites A and D
indicated that a large amount of amorphic phase or defect
clusters with different dimensions was present in the natural
graphite (sample D). These results confirm the conclusions
drawn on the basis of X-ray investigations.

The Raman spectra recorded for the Vulcan XC-72 carbon
black (sample E) is also presented in Fig. 3. The first-order
spectrum of carbon black (soot) generally exhibited two broad
and strongly overlapping peaks with maxima at ∼1,347 and
∼1,576 cm−1. Sadezky et al. [20] have suggested that this kind
of Raman spectra of soot can be interpreted in terms of a
highly disordered graphite structure. The additional peaks at
∼672 cm−1 correspond to the amorphic carbon phase, at
2,674 cm−1 to the 2D band.

Physicochemical and thermal properties of graphite
and carbon black fuels

All the samples of carbon fuels investigated were ground in a
planetary mill, producing smaller carbon particles and

increasing their surface area. Typical SEM microphotographs
of graphite and powder black powders are presented in
Fig. 4a–c. Graphite sample A consisted mainly of isometric
particles with dimensions ranging from ∼6 to ∼80 μm, where-
as the dimensions of isometric particles of natural graphite
(sample D) ranged from ∼1 to ∼40 μm. As observed, carbon
black E (Fig. 4c) consists mainly of isometric particles with
dimensions ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 μm.

Thermal analysis was applied to determine the losses
of mass (TG) in parallel to the thermal effect (DTA)
which occurred during start-up and operation of the DC-
SOFC fed with graphite and carbon black fuels. This
analysis was performed within a temperature range of
25–1,000 °C. The typical DTA/TG curves recorded for
graphites A and D and carbon black E are presented in
Fig. 5a–c.

No considerable endothermic or exothermic peaks or other
thermal effects were observed above 150 °C in the DTA curve
for any of the investigated samples. The lowest mass losses
(∼2–3 wt%) were found for graphite A and Vulcan carbon
black (E), the highest for natural graphite D (∼6 % wt).

The mass losses of solid fuel in a fixed carbon bed were
also determined after heating the graphite and carbon black
samples at 900 °C for 120 h. Under these conditions, the
Boudouard reaction is thermodynamically favorable. After
completion of the experiment, the reactor was cooled down,

Fig. 5 The DTA, TG curves recorded for a graphite A, b graphite D, and c carbon black E. Argon was used as a shielding gas
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and the weight of the remaining graphite or carbon black was
determined. Different consumptions of carbon were observed
for the graphite and carbon black powders. High (∼41 wt%)
losses were observed for the Vulcan XC-72 (sample E, surface
area 191 m2/g) compared to low (∼6 wt%) for graphite A
(surface area 12.6 m2/g). These losses correlate not only with
the ratio of the ordering structure of carbon of the particular
samples but also with the surface area of the investigat-
ed solid powders.

The impact of the transport properties of carbon-based
fuels on the performance of DC-SOFCs has not been studied
as of yet. Nevertheless, it is known at least that the specific
electrical resistance of the carbon materials affects the ohmic
polarization of the cell under loading. The dependences on
temperature of the total electrical conductivity of the investi-
gated fuels are presented in Fig. 6. A very small increase in
total electrical conductivity with temperature was observed for
graphite-based samples at a low temperature range. The
highest electrical conductivity was found for carbon black
(samples E and F), the lowest for graphite A. The values of
energy activation (Ea) varied from 0.02 to 0.12 eV at low
temperature ranges (−100 to 100 °C). Low positive values of
thermoelectric measurements were found within the analo-
gous temperature range. All of the investigated carbon sam-
ples exhibited electrical conductivity, which is practically
independent of temperature in the range 200–700 °C. The
values of total electrical conductivity σ at 700 °C for graphites
A–Dwere 0.18, 0.28, 0.43, and 0.50 S/cm, respectively. In the
case of the carbon black samples E and F, total electrical
conductivity σ values at the same temperature were 0.75 and
0.64 (S/cm), respectively.

The data available in the literature clearly indicate that the
minimal initiation temperature of carbon oxidation depends
on various aspects of crystallographic disorder and the char-
acteristic scale of microcrystallinity. Weaver et al. [21] were

perhaps the first to recognize that the polarization of the
carbon anode in the carbonate melt depended not on the
specific surface area but rather on the degree of disorder.
Cherepy et al. [22] conducted a more thorough examination
of the dependence of the anode oxidation rate on the fixed
polarization. In their work, the structure of carbon materials
was characterized with the use of a crystallinity index. The
current achieved at fixed polarizations (0.2 or 0.8 V below the
standard cell voltage) was found to correlate with this index.

Electrochemical investigations of a DC-SOFC supplied
with carbon fuel of different structural properties

In a DC-SOFC of type (4) supplied with carbon fuel, the
electrochemical oxidation of carbon occurs within a limited
reaction zone (Fig. 7) restricted to points of direct contact
between the carbon fuel and the solid oxide electrolyte.
Therefore, the morphology (isometric, irregular, needle, or
laminar shapes) and dimensions of particles affect the current
and power densities acquired from the cell. Typical voltage vs.
current density (U-I) and power density vs. current density (P-
I) dependences determined for a DC-SOFC supplied with
graphite powders are presented in Fig. 8a–b. As can be seen,
the current density and power density acquired from cell (4)
fueled with any type of graphite fuel are low; specifically, they
do not exceed 8 mW cm−2. On the basis of the data presented
in Fig. 8a–b and Table 2, it can be concluded that the

8YSZ electrolyte

LSM+GDC
LSM

reaction zone of electrochemical oxidation of carbon particles

carbon solid particles

Fig. 7 The electrochemical oxidation of carbon particles on the surface
of an 8YSZ oxide electrolyte

Fig. 6 The dependence of electrical conductivity (σ) of carbon-based
materials on temperature
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performance of DC-SOFC (4) improves with an increasing
degree of disorder in the applied graphite powders. As can be
seen, the highest values of the current density and power
density were obtained from the DC-SOFC fueled with natural
graphite (sample D), which is characterized by the lowest
intensity of the (002) peak at the XRD pattern (Fig. 1) and
the highest intensity of peak D at the Raman spectra (Fig. 3)
among all types of graphite investigated. This observation
justifies the correlation postulated above between the degree
of crystallographic disorder and rate of electrochemical oxi-
dation of carbon particles in the DC-SOFC.

An additional effect on the electrochemical oxidation of
carbon particles is exerted by the morphology of graphite
powders. This can be seen in Fig. 9, which presents the family
of U-I curves recorded for the DC-SOFC (type 4) supplied
with a needle graphite. For this fuel, very low current densities
are observed in comparison to these obtained from the DC-
SOFC supplied with isometric carbon particles (Fig. 8a–b and
Table 2). In contrast to crystallographic disorder and particle
shapes, electrical conductance has a lesser effect on the per-
formance of the DC-SOFC (4).

Taking into account the conclusion regarding the correla-
tion between the crystallographic disorder of fuel and perfor-
mance of the DC-SOFC, one might expect that the highest
current and power densities would be obtained from the DC-
SOFC fed with carbon black fuels. The families ofU-I and P-I
curves determined for the DC-SOFC supplied with carbon
black powders (samples E and F) are presented in Fig. 10.
Indeed, in this case, considerably higher current and power
densities are observed in comparison to the DC-SOFC fed
with graphite powders.

Fig. 9 U-I curves recorded for cell (4) fed with needle particle sizes of
graphite

Fig. 10 U-I curves recorded for cell (4) fed with carbon black F or E

Table 2 Maximum power of DC-SOFC type (4) supplied with a graphite
powder fuel

Type of solid fuel Pmax (mW cm−2)

T=700 °C T=800 °C

A 0.5 3.0

B 0.75 4.1

C 1.3 5.7

D 2.1 7.0
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Fig. 8 The family of U-I and P-I curves recorded for a DC-SOFC (4)
supplied with graphite A (a) or graphite D (b). Ar atmosphere over fuel.
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The impact of the surface area of graphite powder or carbon
black powder used as a solid fuel on the acquired electrical
power from cell (a) at 800 °C is presented in Fig. 11a–b.

As the particle size of graphite powder decreases, perfor-
mance improves slightly due to an increase in the surface area
between the carbon solid particles and the oxide electrolyte.
Consequently, reactions with carbon particles are intensified,
and the activation of losses is reduced. At higher temperatures,
the oxidation of carbon might possibly proceed through CO in
a gaseous phase. To determine the impact of CO on a potential
additional improvement in the performance of cell (4), the
effect of a CO2 atmosphere on the system was analyzed. In
Fig. 12, the U-I and P-I curves obtained at 800 °C under Ar
and CO2 atmospheres were compared. As can be seen, there is

Fig. 13 Impedance spectra recorded at 700 °C for DC-SOFC (4) fed with
a graphite powder D or b carbon black F

Table 3 Polarization resistance (Rpk) of the cathode measured using a
symmetrical cell

Temperature °C 550 600 700 800

Rpk/Ω cm2 64.3 18.6 4.3 1.1Fig. 12 U-I curves recorded for cell (4) fed with carbon black E under Ar
and CO2 flow. Curves recorded at 800 °C

Fig. 11 a Effect of surface area (Sw) of applied graphite powders from
series A on the power (Pmax) acquired from cell (4). Data for 800 °C. Ar
atmosphere over fuel. b Impact of surface area (Sw) of applied carbon
black or charcoal on the power (Pmax) acquired from cell (4). Data for
800 °C. Ar atmosphere over fuel
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practically no difference between power measurements per-
formed under these conditions.

Figure 13a–b shows the impedance spectra recorded
for DC-SOFCs (4) fueled with graphite powder (sample
D) and carbon black (sample F) at OCV at 700 °C. The
impedance of the cathode used in this study was charac-
terized separately using a symmetrical cell; its impedance
parameters are collected in Table 2. As can be seen, the
dominant effect on the impedance of the DC-SOFC
fueled with either graphite or carbon black is produced
by anodic processes. These data show that anodic polar-
ization resistance restricts the performance of DC-SOFC
(4) (Table 3).

The electrochemical oxidation of graphite and carbon
black powders on the cermet anode material Ni-YSZ was
also investigated. As opposed to cell (4), in this case, an
additional impact on the performance of DC-SOFC (5) is
made by gaseous CO, which is the product of a Boudouard
reaction (2). Figure 14a–c presents the typical P-I curves
recorded for cell (5) supplied with graphite and carbon
black powders. As can be seen, the performance of cell
(5) fed with graphite, in contrast to carbon black, seems to
be limited. These results indicate that disordered carbon-
based fuels appear to be prospective solid fuels for DC-
SOFC applications.

Conclusions

1. Various graphite and carbon black powders were tested as
potential fuels for a direct carbon fuel cell with a solid
oxide electrolyte.

2. The samples of investigated graphite and carbon
black powders were examined by ultimate analysis,
XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and thermal analysis
(DTA/DSC-TG), showing that the investigated sam-
ples were pure-phase carbon-based materials. In
graphite-based samples, different degrees of structural
disorder were noted. No considerable thermal effect or
mass losses were detected by means of the thermal anal-
ysis method.

3. In electrical conductivity measurements carried out for the
investigated carbon-based materials, the carbon black ma-
terials showed slightly higher conductivities than the
graphite-based materials.

4. The electrochemical oxidation of graphite as well as of
carbon black-based solid fuels on the oxide surface of an
8YSZ electrolyte and the active surface area of Ni-YSZ
anode materials was investigated. It was found that the
degree of disorder of the crystallographic structure of
solid fuels had the greatest impact on the electrochemical
oxidation process. The carbon black-based solid fuels

Fig. 14 P-I curves recorded for DC-SOFC (5) fed with a graphite A, b graphite D, or c carbon black E
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with disordered carbon structures seem to be better solid
fuels than graphite powders for DC-SOFCs.

5. The performance of a DC-SOFC depends on the surface
area and particle shape of the applied carbon powder. The
isometric regular shape of carbon particles and the larger
surface area lead to a better electrical contact between the
solid fuel and the surface of oxide electrolytes, which
leads in turn to a decrease in ohmic polarization.

6. In the case of a Ni-YSZ cermet anode, disordered carbon
is a better solid fuel in comparison to graphite powders.

Open AccessThis article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the
source are credited.
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